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(57) ABSTRACT 

A storage kit for hex keys includes a barrel having one end 
provided With multiple blind holes each adapted With a 
channel to hold a hex key to help apply torque as a handle; 
and a cap holding hex keys together in the barrel to be pulled 
out of or inserted into the barrel at the same time; channel 
by; and another end of barrel having multiple insertion holes 
to store tips of other hand tools such as a screwdriver for the 
kit to function as the handle of the screwdriver. 

1 Claim, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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STORAGE KIT FOR HEX KEYS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

(a) Field of the Invention 
The present invention is related to a storage kit for hex 

keys, and more particularly, to one collects multiple hex 
keys and alloWs itself a handle for a hex key and also for a 
screwdriver. 

(b) Description of the Prior Art 
Storage kits generally available in the market are essen 

tially designed for each to store multiple keys by insertion. 
In use, the desired key is pulled out and incorporated With 
the kit for the kit to function as a handle for the hex key 
selected. Accordingly, other keys stored turn together With 
the active hex key in use making the operation somehoW 
aWkWard, particularly so When the key must be held deep 
into a machine, since the handle usually Will get stuck by 
other parts of a machine to prevent a smooth turning of the 
hex key. 

Furthermore, value added is impossible for the storage kit 
of the prior art because that it is at its best provided for 
adaptation to a hex key by excluding any other hand tool, 
such as a screWdriver. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The primary purpose of the present invention is to provide 
a storage kit for hex keys that alloWs removal and insertion 
of multiple keys at the same time While the kit also functions 
as a handle When adapted With any of the hex keys to 
facilitate applying torque. 

Another purpose of the present invention is to provide a 
storage kit for hex keys that alloWs insertion of alternative 
hand tool tip such as a screWdriver to use the kit as a handle 
for the screWdriver by providing multiple insertion holes on 
the other end in opposite to the end disposed With blind holes 
of the kit. 

Another purpose yet of the present invention is to provide 
a storage kit for hex keys that alloWs adaptation to other 
types of hand tool tip such as a screWdriver by having a 
sleeve disposed at any of the insertion holes on the other end 
of the kit and a magnet contained in the sleeve to attract a 
tip of the screWdriver. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an exploded vieW of a local part of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW shoWing a storage barrel 
adapted With a cap. 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW of the present invention 
With all hex keys stored in the barrel. 

FIG. 4 is a sectional vieW of the present invention. 
FIG. 5 is a schematic vieW shoWing an assembly of the 

present invention adapted With a hex key. 
FIG. 6 is a schematic vieW shoWing that the present 

invention functions as a handle for a screWdriver. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic vieW shoWing another application of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Referring to FIG. 1, a storage kit for hex keys of the 
present invention includes a barrel 1 and a removable cap 2 
for storage of multiple hex keys 3 by insertion. Wherein, the 
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2 
barrel 1 also as illustrated in FIGS. 2, and 4, alloWs easy grip 
by a user. Multiple hex keys 3 are inserted into the barrel 1 
for storage through With multiple blind holes 11 in identical 
or different diameter axially disposed on one end of the 
barrel 1, an open channel 12 is provided on the barrel 1 at 
Where each key hex 3 is stored; and the barrel 1 also 
functions as an aid to help applying torque to turn the hex 
key 3. 
As illustrated in FIG. 2, the cap 2 alloWs multiple hex 

keys 3 to be pulled out of or inserted into the barrel 1 
synchronously so to keep the rest of those multiple hex keys 
3 in neat and secured status When one of the hex keys 3 is 
pulled out, by providing multiple axial through holes 21 
corresponding to the blind holes 11 either in number, loca 
tion or siZe. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 3, those multiple hex keys 

3 are respectively inserted With their longer shanks 31 into 
their corresponding through holes 21 of the cap 2 and into 
those blind holes 11 provided on one end of the barrel 1 for 
the assembly of a storage kit of the present invention. 

In use, the cap 2, together With all the hex keys 3, is pulled 
out of the barrel 1 at the same time to pick up one hex key 
3 as desired While the rest of those multiple hex keys 3 stay 
With the cap 2 to prevent scattering of the multiple hex keys 
3. The shorter shank 32 of the selected hex key 3 is placed 
into its matching channel 12 as illustrated in FIG. 5 and 
laterally inserted into the blind hole 11 for the barrel 1 and 
the longer shank 31 of the selected hex key 3 to form a T 
shape. Accordingly, While serving as a storage kit for those 
multiple hex keys 3, the barrel 1 When in use becomes a 
handle to help apply torque in operating the hex key 3. 

With the cap 2 and the barrel 1 sharing the same con 
struction, all the hex keys 3 can be fast and easily pulled out 
of the barrel 1 to eliminate the aWkWard operation With the 
presence of other hex keys 3 inserted in the blind hole 11 
When the barrel 1 is used in conjunction With one hex key 3. 
MeanWhile the cap 2 holds the rest of the hex keys 3 together 
to prevent the rest of the hex keys from being scattered or 
being lost. Upon ?nishing a job, the selected hex key 3 is 
inserted into the cap 2 and the cap 2 is in turn inserted into 
the barrel 1 for a fast storage. Accordingly, the present 
invention provides bene?ts of preventing lose of any single 
hex key 3, and facilitating the collective removal and 
restoration of those multiple hex keys 3. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 2, and 3, another end of the barrel 

1 is provided With multiple insertion holes 13, an insertion 
hole 13' is selected as a minimum to be inserted With a hex 
stud 14 and the hex stud 14 can be attracted by a magnet. A 
sleeve 15 is then inserted into the insertion hole 13' to 
contain the hex stud 14. Both ends of the sleeve 15 is each 
disposed With a polygonal hole 16, and a magnet 17 is 
provided at the bottom of the polygonal hole 16 on a selected 
side of the sleeve 15. The hex stud 14, the sleeve 15 and a 
hand tool tip 4, e.g., a screWdriver, are connected to one 
another by the magnet 17 in the sleeve 15 for the barrel 1 and 
the hand tool tip 4 attracted by the sleeve 15 to become a 
screWdriver. 
When those insertions holes 13, 13' and the sleeve 15 

provided on the other end of the barrel 1 are applied as a 
handle of a screWdriver as illustrated in FIG. 6, a hand tool 
tip 4 desired is ?rst pulled out of the insertion hole 13 and 
inserted into the sleeve 15 through the polygonal hole 16 to 
be attracted and secured in place by the magnet 17 to form 
an applicable screWdriver by the barrel 1 and the hand tool 
tip 4. As illustrated in 7, the longer shank 31 of a selected 
hex key 3 is inserted into the upper polygonal hole 16 of the 
sleeve 15 With the end of the longer shank 31 to be attracted 
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and secured in place by the magnet 17; and ?nally, the hand 
tool tip 4 is inserted into the lower polygonal hole 16 of the 
sleeve 15 to become a screwdriver that allows sticking into 
a machine while the shorter shank 32 of the selected hex key 
3 is inserted into the blind hole 11 through the channel 12 of 5 
the barrel 1 to make easier use of the screwdriver. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A storage kit for hex keys includes a barrel and a 

removable cap; the barrel being easy to grip and having one 

4 
end provided with multiple axial blind holes each having a 
lateral open channel provided in the barrel to receive inser 
tion of a shorter shank of a hex key; and the cap being 
provided with multiple axial through holes corresponding to 
the blind holes of the barrel, wherein a a long shank of a hex 
key may be inserted through a through hole of the cap to be 
further inserted into a corresponding blind hole of the barrel 
for storage. 


